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Q.1) There are 23,345 men, 32,143 women, and 2134 children in a 
town. What is the total population of the town?  
 
Q.2) How many trees are there in all?  
Types of trees Number of trees 

Apple trees 48 

Orange trees 65 

 
Q.3) 75 musicians had to perform at a concert. 23 new 
musicians came to perform along with them. How many 
musicians performed at the concert?  
 
Q.4) Jerry has 767 pink marbles and 545 green marbles. How 
many marbles does he have in all?   

 
 

Q.5) Jim had a collection of 39 stamps. His friend gave him 32 
more. How many stamps does Jim have now?   
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Q.6) Mr Thomas has 563 apples trees and 213 orange trees in 
his orchard. How many trees does he have in his orchard?  
 

 

 
Q.7) Harry picked 654 apples and Samuel picked 167 apples 
from the orchard. How many apples did they pick in all? 

 
 
Q.8) Add the largest 3-digit number to the smallest 5-digit 
number.  
 
Q.9) The number of tourists who visited the zoo in 3 months 
was as follows:  
January 123 
February 234 
March 112 
How many tourists visited the zoo during these three months? 
 
Q.10) A public library has 23,456 books in English and 12123 
books in French. How many books does the library have? 
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Q.1) 57,622 

Q.2) 113 trees 

Q.3) 98 musicians 

Q.4) 1312 marbles 

Q.5) 71 stamps 

Q.6) 776 trees 
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Q.7) 821 apples 

Q.8) 999 + 10,000 = 10,999 
 

Q.9) 469 tourists 

Q.10) 35,579 books 
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1. Do you know that when we add 0 to any 
number, the sum is the number itself? For 
example, 568 + 0 = 568. 

2. When 1 is added to a number, we get the 
next number, or the successor. For example, 
140 + 1 = 141. 

3. Do you know what carry over means? It is a 
digit that is transferred from one column of 
digits to another column. For example, when 
6 and 7 are added to make 13, the "3" is 
written in the same column and the "1" is 
carried to the column to the left. 
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